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Executive Summary & Recommendations

The Rural Development Trust’s Community Action Lanarkshire programme commissioned Alan Jones Associates
to undertake an active travel focussed Feasibility Study for Speed Reduction and Pedestrian Safety in Crawford
and Elvanfoot, South Lanarkshire. This work built on Plans for traffic speed reduction and pedestrian safety
improvements as highlighted as a priority in the Sustainable Travel Action Plans (STAPs), created for nine
Clydesdale villages including Crawford and Elvanfoot in 2019.
The study was voted for by the community, from a short list compiled from the STAP in July 2021. It took place
as part of Community Action Lanarkshire’s Make Your Way programme 2021/22, alongside a Feasibility study
for an active travel pathway linking Glespin and Douglas, and the provision of new benches and a solar powered
bin in Rigside. The programme is funded by Cycling UK, Paths for All Smarter Choices Smarter Places, South
Lanarkshire Council’s Renewable Energy Fund and Strathclyde Passenger Transport.
Alan Jones Associates conducted a site visit in September 2021, meeting local representatives and listening to
their concerns around volume and speed of traffic, lack of speed mitigation measures, and general concerns
about traffic and pedestrian infrastructure. This site visit included representatives from South Lanarkshire
Council Roads and Transportation Services, The Rural Development Trust, the Community Council and residents.
The feedback from this informed the content of a community survey which was widely distributed through social
media, local contacts, and the local primary school.
In addition to the survey, two online consultation sessions were held with representatives from the local
community, and primary school “post card from the future” exercise, and pupil survey was undertaken.
The results of these engagements have helped to formulate the undernoted actions and recommendations in
relation to speed mitigation measures for both communities. The costs, resources and delegation for delivering
the noted interventions are detailed further in section 6 of this report.
Recommendation One: Following a site meeting with a representative of South Lanarkshire Council, the
following actions were to be agreed:
• Cutting back trees overhanging the pavement at the War Memorial corner (Crawford).
• An additional pair of bus stops and hard standing areas are being provided between the Heathergyll
and War Memorial bend on Carlisle Road through funding from SPT
• 24-hour speed surveys will be undertaken in Crawford and Elvanfoot before April 2022. The Council will
analyse these results to inform further actions which include a review of signage in Elvanfoot. There
may be the potential to install concealed entrances signage, although it has been indicated that ‘Slow’
road paintings may be preferable due to the high volume of rural properties throughout the local
authority.
• Traffic prioritisation at the bridge to the north of the Old Post Office in Elvanfoot is being considered.
• The provision of additional 40mph repeater signage and 40mph painted road markings throughout
Elvanfoot.
In addition it is noted that:
• South Lanarkshire Council are currently trialing 20mph limits in 7 town centres with a view to a wider
roll out in subsequent years.
• 30mph repeater signage is not permitted in a 30mph zone (Crawford) as outlined in the Highway Code
and Road Scotland Act. However, because there is a 20mph zone outside the Primary School, 30mph
signs are provided at either end of that to delineate the change in limits.
• An Act was passed by Scottish Parliament in 2021, banning Pavement Parking. Local Authorities will be
responsible for enforcing this and local communities will be consulted on this in 2022. In the meantime,
pavement parking violations can be reported to Police Scotland.
• It was indicated that a reduction in speed to 30mph in Elvanfoot could not be considered at this time,
due to the settlement not meeting the criteria of a village, and therefore subject to the 30mph limit in
Transport Guidance. However, guidance states that criteria may be reconsidered upon substantial
support from the community, local authority and Police Scotland. See recommendation seven.

Recommendation Two: A range of speed reduction and infrastructure improvements be raised with South
Lanarkshire Council Roads and Transportation Services. In particular
• Traffic Speed Surveys - It is recommended that South Lanarkshire Council carry out 24-hour traffic
speed surveys in both Crawford and Elvanfoot and consider the implications of the results of these.
• Location Of Carlisle Road Speed Sensor - It is recommended that this sensor be relocated closer to the
centre of the village where there is likely to be more pedestrians, and where there is a greater perceived
issue with traffic speed.
• Safe Road Crossing in Crawford - It is recommended that further discussions are held with South
Lanarkshire Council to consider providing a safe road crossing at the bus stop / Murray Drive /
Dunalastair Road.
• Pavement Widths and Surfaces (Crawford) - It is recommended that, where possible and practical, the
widths of narrow pavements are extended, and the surfacing is upgraded to an acceptable standard.
• Drop Kerbs (Crawford) - It is recommended that a full review of the dropped kerbs in Crawford is carried
out, and a programme of repositioning and upgrading these to meet the appropriate standards as set
out by Transport Scotland1 is developed.
• Painted Median Line (Centre of Carlisle Road Crawford outside the school) - It is recommended that
this line be repainted on a regular basis to ensure efficiency.
• Eliminate Overnight Parking in the Village Car Park by Lorries and Large Vehicles - It is recommended
that, in addition to the existing barrier, bollards or large boulders be installed along the grass verge to
prevent vehicles illegally entering the car park.
• Amenity Lighting - It is recommended that a motion activated photocell light be installed at Coronation
Park to improve safety whilst moving around in the area.
• Road Condition at Bellstane Road - It is recommended that the Community Council make
representations to local elected members to ask them to resolve the impasse between South
Lanarkshire Council and Scottish Water in relation to the flooding and consequent damage to the road
surface at Bellstane Road.
• Repairs are made to the Variable Average Speed Calculator sign on the northern boundary of Elvanfoot.
• Consideration is given to the installation of a fixed mirror at the junction of the B7040 and the A702 in
Elvanfoot.
Recommendation Three: The Community Council commission a Road Safety Audit if they are intending on
progressing the Gateway Features outlined in this report for the entrances to both Crawford and Elvanfoot. The
Road Safety Audit must be carried out by a Transport Scotland approved consultant.
Recommendation Four: On receipt of the Road Safety Audit, a planning application is prepared for Gateway
Features at both villages.
Recommendation Five: The Community Council considers applying for funding to meet the costs of all
discretionary infrastructure improvements identified in this report whilst noting that South Lanarkshire Council
will be responsible for providing and installing those aspects which are part of their statutory responsibilities.
Recommendation Six: Residents make use of reporting tools relating to roads and lighting faults, fly tipping,
dumping or litter issues as well as non-emergencies including speeding. Pavement repairs are inspected by the
SLC Maintenance Team and repaired on a rolling basis but defects remain unknown until the next inspection
date. The more instances an issue is logged, the more likely it is that any long-term fixes are prioritised in the
local authority budget.
Reports can be made via:
• Road and lighting faults can be reported using the “Defects Reporting Procedures”. Search ‘Road and
lighting faults’ on the South Lanarkshire Council website. Use the form to report potholes and defective
slabs, footpaths or kerb issues, broken / overturned signage and street furniture, blocked road gullies,
overgrown hedges / vegetation, flooding and defective footbridges, parapets and guard rails and traffic
lights.
1

Road for All Good Practice Guide, Transport Scotland (https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/roads-forall-good-practice-guide-for-roads/)

•
•

Search ‘Report fly-tipping’ on South Lanarkshire Council’s website to report instances of fly tipping,
dumping or litter issues
Call Police Scotland via 101 to report minor crimes or incidents to Police Scotland including pavement
parking and instances of speeding

Recommendation Seven: A community reporting system of incidents including near misses is set up by the
Community Council / a specially formed sub-group in order to keep a record of issues that go unreported and to
help build evidence for future interventions.
This may help in building the case for reducing the speed limit in Elvanfoot, along with yearly incident reports
from Police Scotland, Fire and Rescue Scotland, Scottish Ambulance Service and insurance providers. This would
be similar to the approach by Thankerton Community Council in Appendix Five.
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2.1

Introduction & Background
Project Background & Relevant Previous Work

Project Vision: The development of traffic interventions and public realm improvements that reduce the overall
traffic speed in the village, and that improve pedestrian and Active Travel safety.
Project Background: The Rural Development Trust’s Community Action Lanarkshire programme has
commissioned Alan Jones Associates to undertake an Active Travel project for the communities of Crawford and
Elvanfoot in rural South Lanarkshire. The purpose of this project is to enable local people to choose walking,
cycling and wheeling for everyday functional journeys, with a particular focus on traffic speed reduction and
pedestrian safety measures. The output of the work is a feasibility study, completing RIBA Stage 1, to assess
options for infrastructure and cost.
This project is funded and supported through the Paths for All Smarter Choices Smarter Places project and is
managed by staff from the Rural Development Trust’s Community Action Lanarkshire project. The project builds
on previous work undertaken through Smarter Choices Smarter Places projects, including community mapping
where the traffic speed and pedestrian safety issues were identified as the community’s top priority.

2.2

Rural Development Trust

The Rural Development Trust, established in 2014, is a registered Scottish Charity (SC035306) that undertakes
projects tackling issues that impact rural lives in South Lanarkshire. The projects delivered focus on Community
Capacity Building, local Energy Provision and Community Transport. The Trust were the administrators of the
LEADER programme in South Lanarkshire and were a key partner in the Heritage Lottery Fund supported Clyde
and Avon Valley Landscape Partnership (CAVLP).
Community Action Lanarkshire was set up in 2018 as a legacy of CAVLP and leads on the Community Capacity
Building projects. This has included the delivery and support in progressing eight Community Led Action Plans
in rural North and South Lanarkshire, the continuation of Make Your Way sustainable travel focussed projects
in South Lanarkshire and a rural heritage programme in North Lanarkshire.

2.3

Project Aims & Objectives

Project Aims
Aim 1: to make community and
stakeholder participation an
integral part of project delivery
through understanding the needs
of the community, local
landowners, and key stakeholders.

Objectives
I.
Develop an Equalities Impact Assessment for the Project that
supports an effective community consultation and ensures all
hard-to-reach groups are identified and considered during the
delivery of the work.

II.

Deliver community engagement programme to allow for
community and stakeholder engagement, the effective
understanding of baseline information, behaviours, attitudes,
and barriers to Active Travel.

III.

The community and other key stakeholders are represented in
the options appraisal process.

Aim 2: Options for traffic
interventions, and improvements
to pedestrian and wheeling spaces
are investigated, with the most
appropriate progressed and
delivered.

Aim 3: To decrease the speed of
traffic travelling through both
Villages.
Aim 4: To increase the safety of
pedestrians in Crawford and
Elvanfoot (primarily measured by
local perception and feedback)

2.4

I.

Ensure the design and delivery of the infrastructure aligns
with the community and stakeholder needs.

II.

Ensure the resulting options are feasible, sustainable and that
all liabilities are identified and managed effectively.

III.

Ensure the resulting designs are supported by the relevant
bodies.

I.

Traffic Speed is reduced through Crawford and Elvanfoot.

II.

Collisions involving people walking or wheeling are reduced in
the area.

III.

More people think that Active Travel in the area is safer than
before the project.

IV.

More people say that Active Travel is their first or usual choice
for travel

V.

Pedestrians feel generally safer in the Villages.

Impact of Covid-19

In delivering this project, the impact of ongoing restrictions and risks associated with Covid 19 were considered
and continuously assessed. In particular:
•
•

Consultation and Engagement was delivered through electronic surveys and using video conferencing
systems such as Zoom and Teams.
Where community and stakeholder meetings were held – these were done so outside, with all
appropriate distancing and risk mitigations.

In considering the long-lasting impact of Covid, and the restrictions in place throughout 2020 and 2021, there
has been an increase in those undertaking outdoor leisure activities and exercise. It is thought that this is likely
to continue, and such any risk to pedestrians, and the quality of pedestrian space and outdoor public realm
should be a priority for all local communities.
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3.1

Market Assessment – Local Area Assessment
Crawford & Elvanfoot Village Profiles

Crawford and Elvanfoot are a village (population c.350) and a hamlet (population under 100), respectively
located approximately 3 miles apart. They are both located on the A702, with the main street of Crawford
following the Carlisle Road to the north of the A702. Crawford and Elvanfoot are served by a shared Community
Council.
Crawford has a Primary School, Electric Vehicle Charging points and Community Hall, whilst Elvanfoot has limited
facilities, namely - a church and a public phone box. The Crawford Post Office and Shop is currently for sale.

The A702 is a public transport route providing bus services to Lanark from Crawford and to Edinburgh, Biggar
and Dumfries from Crawford and Elvanfoot. The Moffat – Glasgow Service runs from Abington Services, 3.5 miles
north of Crawford.
The main west coast train line runs immediately to the east of Crawford and Elvanfoot, but both stations were
closed in the mid 1960s.
The National Cycle Network (NCN) 74 runs through Crawford, following the A702, then follows the B7076 to the
east of Elvanfoot. There are aspirational and core paths to the north and south of Crawford, connecting Abington
and Elvanfoot.
Crawford has a 30mph speed limit with an advisory “20’s plenty” zone adjacent to the Primary School. The village
was bypassed in the 1960s by the M74 which runs immediately to the west and is accessed from the A702 via a
roundabout to the west and a priority junction to the east.
Elvanfoot has a 40mph speed limit. There are no public roadside pavements connecting the residences, and
sharp bends on the A702 are thought to have contributed to a number of road accidents in recent years.

3.2

SIMD Assessment

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) is the government’s official tool for assessing smaller
population zones (average population 800) with the lowest levels of deprivation in the country. The SIMD is used
to focus and inform policies and resources in order to tackle social inequalities in Scotland. The following map
and table detail the datazones covering Crawford, Elvanfoot, and the surrounding rural area.

S01012572

Crawford

Elvanfoot

S01012570

Datazone
Population

S01012570

S01012572

Clydesdale South

Clydesdale South
387

487

Working Age Population
SIMD Rank
Income Domain Rank
Employment Domain Rank
Health Domain Rank
Education Domain Rank
Access Domain Rank
Crime Domain Rank
Housing Domain Rank

255
3,155
5th Decile
4,369
7th Decile
3,252
5th Decile
4,121
6th Decile
5,180
8th Decile
96
1st Decile
4,568
7th Decile
4,809
7th Decile

330
2,821
5th Decile
3,750
6th Decile
3,031
5th Decile
4,034
6th Decile
3,335
5th Decile
252
1st Decile
3,312
5th Decile
4,051
6th Decile

As demonstrated in the statistics above, both areas have very little deprivation across most indices. However,
they are both amongst the top 3% of datazones for deprivation relating to access to services.

3.1

Rural Deprivation

The Scottish Rural Policy Centre (SRUC) published a report entitled Rural Scotland in Focus which monitors how
rural Scotland is changing, focusing on population trends, the lives of young people, the levels and experiences
of poverty and disadvantage and how use of our finite rural land resource is negotiated through planning and
other means. With specific reference to the project in Crawford and Elvanfoot it is important to consider the
aspect of rural inequalities, which, as listed below create challenges to living that are different from communities
within larger urban areas.
The continued prevalence of this research is evidenced through the creation of SRUC’s working group on Rural
Poverty and Health Inequalities, who continue to invest in research in the area, and have worked with the
Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on Rural Policy in recent years.
The following are key aspects of rural life that highlight differences and inequalities in rural life, all of which may
increase perceptions of inequality for those living in Crawford, Elvanfoot, and the surrounding rural area.
1. Employment Issues and Inequalities
In reviewing employment in rural areas, the SRUC report highlights a significantly larger percentage of those in
part time or smaller contract jobs, often with lower hourly rates or salaries than counterparts in urban
population centres.
2. Fuel Poverty
Living outside larger urban areas is likely to increase the costs of goods overall – primarily due to the cost of the
supply chain network required. This can be seen in the cost of petrol and diesel with a predominant market of
independent providers, unable to offer the prices of larger national outlets. This issue raises a secondary cost to
local residents, with rural communities relying more on private transport, and often having to travel further for
services. Ultimately, for residents of communities such as those in Crawford and Elvanfoot, more fuel is required
to travel for day-to-day work and leisure, and that fuel is supplied at a higher cost.
A second aspect of fuel poverty proposes that many rural communities will have an older stock of housing on
average, thus requiring higher costs to heat. Where newer modern housing common to urban population
centres have been designed to be efficient in retaining heat and using energy, the older houses found in rural
communities are often significantly less efficient with older windows, colder brickwork, and poorer insulation.

Report on Minimum Income Standard for Remote Rural Scotland
The above report reviewed recently follows on from work and research on the Minimum Income Standard for
Scotland. Considering the previously noted inequalities in rural living, the report highlights that the cost of food
and consumable goods are between 10-50% higher in rural areas, whilst clothing and household goods are
between 30-50% higher than in urban areas.

4

Consultation & Evidence of Need

4.1

Equalities Impact Assessment

To ensure that the community consultation and stakeholder engagement was effective and working to the
Visioning Outcomes in Community Engagement (VOiCE) standards, a detailed Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)
was developed for the project.
This EqIA identified harder to reach groups or those who may be less likely to engage for a number of reasons.
Primarily, these groups fall within the Protected Characteristics under the Equalities Act (2010). The EqIA
delivered for this project has been included in Appendix One.

4.2

Consultation Overview

In delivering this project, the need to consult the community was key to understanding the priorities for
improvements in and around Crawford and Elvanfoot. The following key consultation exercises were
undertaken:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

4.3

Site Visits - Alan Jones Associates and the Community Action Lanarkshire Project Officer met in
Crawford and Elvanfoot with a representative of South Lanarkshire Council Roads and Transportation
Services.
Community Survey - An electronic survey was developed and shared with the local community using a
number of key channels, contact lists, and social media pages. In addition to the online survey, the
option to complete hard copies was facilitated using local key locations.
School Engagement: Crawford Primary School – Alan Jones Associates visited Crawford Primary school
to introduce the project to pupils. Subsequently the pupils undertook a postcard from the future
exercise.
School Engagement: Crawford Primary School Survey – A classroom survey was facilitated by the class
teacher.
Community Stakeholder Meetings Online (2) – Two local stakeholder meetings were held online. This
provided an opportunity to discuss and promote the project and seek support from local groups in
sharing the community survey.
Police Scotland – To help understand the traffic issues, Police Scotland were consulted and were able
to provide relevant data on accidents and incidents in the villages.
Other Stakeholder Engagement – A number of key local stakeholders were engaged as part of the
project, with their input included in this report.

Site Visits

Alan Jones Associates and the Community Action Lanarkshire Project Officer met in Crawford and Elvanfoot with
a representative of South Lanarkshire Council Roads and Transportation Services. The following issues were
identified as a result of this visit.
•
•
•

Overhanging trees impacting on the pavement at the War Memorial corner (Crawford).
Regular pavement parking impacting on pedestrian safety (Crawford).
Inadequate pavement width and surfacing, or lack of pavement, on Carlisle Road towards the village
centre (Crawford).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.4

Crawford has only one set of bus stops.
Residents concerned around the lack of traffic prioritisation at the bridge before entering Elvanfoot.
Consideration of additional 40mph speed signage throughout Elvanfoot
Consideration of 40mph painted road markings in Elvanfoot.
Consideration of concealed entrance signage at the south end of Elvanfoot.
Consideration of a reduced 30mph limit in Elvanfoot – However, the Council indicated that national
guidelines state, that due to the small number of houses, this would not be possible at this time.
The Council agreed to commission two speed traffic surveys before the end of March 2022.

Community Engagement Survey

Having made initial contact with the community through our online meetings, and site visit, and with discussions
underway with the local authority, a community engagement survey was undertaken to gather further details
on the community's concerns, specific locations of issues, and preferences on possible realistic interventions.
The following report presents the findings of this survey.
Respondent Reach & Demographics
The survey was completed by 71 respondents with the age and geographic spread of these shown in the graph
and map below.

73%

25%
2%
Under 18

18-64

65+

Respondents were asked if they, or anyone in their family had a disability, with the chart below showing 24% of
households containing one or more people with a disability. This suggests that just under 1 in 4 households
include residents who are in need of additional active travel provision.

2%
24%
Yes
No
I'd rather not say
74%

Respondents were also asked if, when our and about locally, they had a pram with them. As shown below, 5%
did. This suggests that the lack in pavement provision identified elsewhere in this report affects not only the
24% of households who consider at least one of their inhabitants to have a disability, but the 1 in 20 respondents
who use prams.

5%

Yes
No

95%

Current Active Travel Behaviours
Respondents were asked about they and their family’s ownership of bikes, scooters, skateboards, and mobility
scooters. The results are shown below:

49

46
39

12

14

17
6

Bikes

10

5

6
0

4

0

Children's Scooters
None

1

5

1

Skateboards
2

3

4 or more

0

2

0

0

Mobility Scooters

0

Respondents were asked to indicate how often they made different types of journeys using health and active
modes of travel, namely walking, cycling, and wheeling. The results are shown in the bar chart below:

For leisure

For shopping

For school

For work

31%

9%

7%

18%

7%

13%

7%

14%

70%

8% 0%
2%

11%

24%

90%

4% 6%

Most days

13%

66%

Weekly

Most weeks

Rarely

Never / NA

Respondents were asked what motivates them to travel by walking, wheeling, or cycling (active travel), with the
results shown below:

64%
52%

13%

9%
Its healthy

I enjoy it

It’s the most
affordable

2%

0%

I don’t have access
to other transport

Its quicker

Other

Those who indicated “other” motivators noted dog walking (3) and walking for leisure (2).
Respondents were then asked what barriers stop them from making more journeys using health modes of travel.
The results are shown in the graph below:

57%
34%

30%

23%

18%

16%

9%

5%

I live too far I don't feel No suitable The weather I have too I don’t have I don’t have My health
away
safe
safe route
much to
time
a bike
carry

11%

Other

Respondents who indicated other barriers noted distance (3), path quality (2) and suitability for mobility scooter
(1).

Current Issues
Respondents were asked to indicate the issues they were aware of in Crawford and Elvanfoot, highlighting the
location and details where possible. These comments have been included in full in Appendix Two, with the
frequency of location and issue shown in the tables below:
Frequency of Location
B7078
Carlisle Road
Crawford (General)
Dumfries Road
Elvanfoot
Crawford - Heathergyl / Old Post Horn
Crawford Primary School
Strathclyde Park
Weston’s Road
Non-Specific Location

1
6
8
1
10
12
2
1
1
12

Frequency of Issue Type
Comments on traffic speed
Comments on path provision, quality, or absence
Comments on visibility issues
Comments on lorry / heavy goods traffic
Comments on parking issues
Comments on existing or lack of signage
Comments on driver / cyclist behaviour / education

35
21
9
8
4
3
2

Preferred Interventions
Respondents were shown examples / concept images to illustrate potential speed interventions. Having rated
these, the following tables show the preferred types of intervention by rank for each village
Crawford
Rank

Intervention

Score

st

Gateway Features / Planters to changes road character

2.92

nd

New Crossings

2.56

rd

Improved Signage

2.56

th

High Visibility Enforcement Reminders

2.06

1
2
3
4

Elvanfoot
Rank

Intervention

Score

st

Gateway Features / Planters to changes road character

2.81

nd

Improved Signage

2.65

rd

3

New Crossings

2.40

4th

High Visibility Enforcement Reminders

2.17

1
2

Respondents were also asked to suggest any other interventions for both Crawford and Elvanfoot, with the
responses and frequency shown in the two tables below:
Crawford
Cameras

1

Chicane

9

Flashing Lights

5

Speed Bumps

5

coloured Road Surface

1

Crossing (Village Hall)

1

Double White Lines

1

Enforcement

1

Mirror at Corner

1

Removal of Hotel Sign

1

Speed Limit (20mph)

1

Other – Elvanfoot
Reduced Speed Limit

8

Flashing Lights

4

Speed Cameras / Enforcement

2

Footpaths

2

Speed Bumps

2

Barriers

1

Chicane

1

Coloured Road Surface

1

Double White Lines

1

Improved cyclists’ behaviour

1

Improved signage (Bridge)

1

Mirror at Dumfries Road

1

Mirror at Manor House

1

Further Communication
Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide their contact details for further engagement. This list
of email addresses has been compiled by Alan Jones Associates to be provided to the Rural Development Trust
within the parameters of GDPR regulations.

4.5

Crawford Primary School Engagements

Class Survey
The school role in Crawford Primary is only 18 pupils. They were all engaged with a class teacher in completing
a short survey. The results are below:
How many pupils live in…
Crawford
Elvanfoot

15
2

How many pupils own…
A bike?
A scooter?

14
12

How many pupils travel to school by…
Foot?
Bike?
Scooter?
Car?
Bus?
Taxi?

12
0
0
4
0
2

When walking, cycling or scooting in their village, how many children feel…
Very safe?
Quite safe?
Not safe?

14
4
0

Can you suggest how traffic might be slowed down in your village?
Traffic lights
Speed bumps
Zebra crossing on road to park
Resurfacing road near park
What else would make them feel safer?
More police
Speed cameras
Resurface car park
Postcards from the Future
Pupils participated in a Post Card From The Future exercise in which they discussed and illustrated their vision
of Crawford and Elvanfoot in the future. The postcards from the pupils have been included in Appendix Three.

4.6

Community Stakeholder – Visual Audit

Sarah O’Sullivan, Make Your Way Project Officer conducted a visual audit of Crawford with representatives of
the Crawford and Elvanfoot Community Council, local elected members, and Police Scotland. The audit included
one attendee who used a mobility scooter, and so was able to feedback directly on issues relating to those with
mobility issues.
The audit considered:
• Traffic speed and volume
• Areas associated with speeding
• Safe crossing points
• Pavement provision
• Dropped kerbs and accessibility
• Pavement parking
• Road markings
• Vehicles accessing the car park
• Lighting
• Road surface issues at Bellstane Road
Full details of this visual audit are contained in Appendix Four.

4.7

Road Incidents – Police Scotland & Insurance Statistics

Statistics were provided from Police Scotland and Quothquan and Thankerton Community Council listing road
accidents, incidents, and insurance claims. These are listed in Appendix Five and Six .

4.8

Wider Stakeholder Engagement

Further detailed engagement was undertaken with the following stakeholders.
•
•

Elvanfoot Resident Response
North Shortcleugh Farm

The summary of these engagements are included in Appendix Seven.

4.9

Steering Group Meetings

Online steering group meetings were held twice with representatives from Crawford and Elvanfoot. At each of
these meetings, a project progress update was provided by Alan Jones Associates, and where appropriate
support from attendee groups was recorded. These meetings also provided an opportunity for Alan Jones
Associates to further promote the community survey.
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Links to Policies & Strategies

In establishing a business case, it is important how a project links to local, regional, and national policies and
strategies. One of the main reasons for highlighting such links is that it demonstrates to potential future funders
that the project resonates with key Local Authority, national and Government agency’s agendas and plans for
infrastructure investment opportunities.
The following policies and strategies have been identified, resonating strongly with the Objectives and Intended
Outcomes of the Crawford and Elvanfoot Speed Reduction project:

5.1

Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework

The Scottish Government targeted its focus on how Government and public services could help in creating a
more successful country, providing opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable
economic growth. The National Performance Framework outlines the following overarching aims and values:
The framework is for all of Scotland and aims to:
• create a more successful country
• give opportunities to all people living in Scotland
• increase the wellbeing of people living in Scotland
• create sustainable and inclusive growth
• reduce inequalities and give equal importance to economic, environmental and social progress
The values guide all stakeholder approach, to:
• treat all our people with kindness, dignity and compassion
• respect the rule of law
• act in an open and transparent way
The National Performance Framework outlines 11 outcomes for the people of Scotland, with the following
directly relevant to the provision of safer pedestrian space, and reduced traffic speed in Crawford and Elvanfoot:
•
•

We live in communities that are inclusive, empowered, resilient and safe
We are healthy and active

•

5.1

We value, enjoy, protect and enhance our environment

Scottish Government Creating Places

This policy statement on Architecture & Place for Scotland promotes good design, the principles of context,
identity, and character and six qualities of successful places namely: distinctive, safe/pleasant, easy to move
around, welcoming, adaptable and resource efficient. The delivery of speed reduction measure, public realm
improvements, and the resulting improved perception of pedestrian and cyclist safety in Crawford and Elvanfoot
algins with this key Government Policy.

5.2

The National Walking Strategy

The National Walking Strategy, published in 2014, has as its vision: “A Scotland where everyone benefits from
walking as part of their everyday journeys, enjoys walking in the outdoors and where places are well designed to
encourage walking.” It is underpinned by three strategic objectives:
•
•
•

5.3

Create a culture of walking where everyone walks more often as part of their everyday travel and for
recreation and wellbeing.
Better quality walking environments with attractive, well designed and managed built and natural
spaces for everyone.
Enable easy, convenient and safe independent mobility for everyone.

The Road Safety Framework

The Road Safety Framework sets out the current framework for improving road safety in Scotland until 2020. It
describes the road safety vision for Scotland, aims and commitments, and the Scottish targets for reductions in
road deaths and serious injuries by 2020.
The framework sets out a number of targets, as well as commitments, priorities and issues to address.
Vulnerable road users are a focus for the framework and will continue to be so when the framework is refreshed
to focus beyond 2020.
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Infrastructure Interventions & Indicative Costing

This report concludes the following recommended improvements and interventions to support a reduction in
traffic speed in Crawford and Elvanfoot.
Interventions to be undertaken or considered by South Lanarkshire Council
Intervention
Traffic speed survey
Improved speed awareness signage
(40 mph signs) in Elvanfoot
Speed road markings (40mph) in
Elvanfoot
Works to cut back overhanging
trees on Carlisle Road at the War
Memorial corner
Consideration of additional bus
stops in Crawford
Bollards / Boulders to limit access
to car park

Details
Being commissioned and provided by South Lanarkshire Council by
end of March 2022 and further actions considered subsequently.
Progress to be communicated through Elected Members
Being commissioned and provided by South Lanarkshire Council
Being commissioned and provided by South Lanarkshire Council
Being commissioned and provided by South Lanarkshire Council
Discussions underway between South Lanarkshire Council and
Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPT) to progress this.
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council

Relocation of Traffic Speed Sensor
Relocation of 40mph signage at
Elvanfoot village entrance on the
B7040 to slow traffic before the
property at 3 Leadhills Road –
Noted that this is currently outwith
the restricted speed zone.
Improvements to pavement width
and provision
Improvements to the provision of
drop kerbs
Repainting of yellow median strip
outside school
Road verges tidied up on approach
to bridge at Elvanfoot – Currently
reported by local residents as
having broken slabs, impeding safe
walking.
Consideration of Caution
Concealed Entrance Signs to south
of Elvanfoot village
Installation of motion activated
lighting at Coronation Road
Consideration of new traffic
prioritisation at the bridge on
approach to Elvanfoot
Provision of painted speed bumps
(Elvanfoot) – Optical illusion
Repairs are made to the Variable
Average Speed Calculator sign on
the northern boundary of
Elvanfoot.
Consideration is given to the
installation of a fixed mirror at the
junction of the B7040 and the A702
in Elvanfoot.

Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council

Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council as an
audit with subsequent consideration of improvements where possible
and practical
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council as an
audit with subsequent consideration of improvements where possible
and practical
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council

Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council as one-off
pilot.
Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council

Recommended to be taken up by South Lanarkshire Council

Interventions to be undertaken or considered by the Community
Intervention
Design, development, and
installation of 4 x Gateway
features for Crawford and
Elvanfoot
Provision of informal visual
speed deterrent –
mannequin or similar.
Provision of painted speed
bumps (Elvanfoot) – Optical
illusion

Details
Community Council to consider Road Safety
Audit and subsequent planning application. 4
Gateway Features @ £3,000
To be provided and positioned by the
Community Council in consultation with South
Lanarkshire Council.
Recommended to be taken up by South
Lanarkshire Council as one-off pilot.

Cost
Audit £1,500
Planning £500
Gateway Features
£12,000
£500
To be considered by
South Lanarkshire Council
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Design Considerations

The undernoted illustrations are merely indicative about the types of public realm / public art that may be
considered in both Crawford and Elvanfoot in alerting drivers to reduce their speed and improve their awareness
of travelling through a speed restricted village.

8

Comparable Examples & Concepts

Below are some examples and concepts which have been used in speed mitigation projects elsewhere.
Optical Illusions – These are painted on the road and give the impression of a raised surface when in fact they
are flush with the existing surface. The effect of this is to cause traffic to slow down in anticipation of
encountering a bump in the road.

Gateway Features & Sculptures – The purpose of these is to slow down traffic, particularly visitors to the village,
as the first impression is that there is a live animal on the roadside. Secondly, these sculptures can be considered
as a public art feature highlighting the start of a reduced speed area. These can be purchased at local garden
centres, or commissioned as public art. Their installation is relatively low cost using a concrete base. They may
however require a Road Safety Audit to be completed.

Improved Signage & Speed Deterrents – New and improved signage could be provided by South Lanarkshire
Council and there are other examples where mannequins clad in high visibility clothing have the effect of
deterring speeding motorists.

9

Sources of Funding

It is anticipated that everything identified as a Council responsibility may be provided directly by South
Lanarkshire Council.
For discretionary interventions (Gateway features, speed deterrents etc), it is recommended that the
Community Council might consider applying to local windfarm funding, and / or Awards for All to meet the costs
of these small projects.

10 Monitoring & Evaluation Plan Including Behaviour Change
Aim 1: To make community and stakeholder participation an integral part of project delivery through understanding the needs of the community, local landowners,
and key stakeholders.
Objective

Target

Deliver a community
engagement
programme to allow
for community and
stakeholder
engagement, and the
effective
understanding of
baseline information,
behaviours, attitudes,
and barriers to Active
Travel.

Community &
Stakeholder
Engagement Plan
in place.

The community and
other key stakeholders
are represented in the
options appraisal
process.

Community and
key stakeholders
engaged.

Monitoring & Evaluation
Measures
Community survey via Survey Monkey.

Activities to Support
Behaviour Change
Draft Plan written

Lead Partner/
Agency
AJA; RDT

Ranking from survey (Crawford):
1. Gateway features
2. New crossings
3. Improved signage
4. High visibility enforcement
reminders

AJA; RDT

Community Meeting (on-line).
Community walkabout.
School Postcard from the Future.
Community & Stakeholder Engagement Plan in place.
Robust stakeholder mapping has taken place.
Conduct a further Community Survey in 12 months’ time to
allow measurement of behaviour change through revisiting
modes of travel, reasons for travel, and frequency of travel.
Community Survey complete.
Stakeholder and community opinion, preference and views
are prioritised in rank order as part of the Community Survey

Ranking from survey (Elvanfoot):
1. Gateway features
2. Improved signage
3. New crossings
4. High visibility enforcement
reminders

Develop an Equalities
Impact Assessment for
the Project that
supports an effective
community
consultation and
ensures all hard-toreach groups are
identified and
considered during the
delivery of the work.

Equality Impact
Assessment
(EqIA) complete.

EqIA in place.

EqIA reviewed regularly.

AJA; RDT

Aim 2: Options for traffic interventions, and improvements to pedestrian and wheeling spaces are investigated, with the most appropriate progressed and delivered.
Objective

Target

Monitoring & Evaluation Measures

Activities to Support Behaviour Change

Ensure the design and
delivery of the
infrastructure aligns
with the community
and stakeholder needs.

Key options for
traffic
management are
identified.

Visual inspection and audit.

Appropriate infrastructure in place
that addresses issues and problems
raised by communities, and other
stakeholders.
Crawford to include:
- Gateway sculptures at village
entrances
- Use of planters to improve
environment and safety
- Speed restriction signage
- Pavement repairs at various
locations
- Clarify single no overtaking
white lines
- Measures to reduce
pavement parking
- South Lanarkshire Council to
review use of 20mph zoning
across their region
- SLC to conduct traffic speed
survey

Appropriate
infrastructure in
place.

Key stakeholder meetings.
Community meeting to assess the current issues and
opportunities.
Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Data to be compared with future surveys where appropriate.

Lead Partner/
Agency
AJA; RDT; SLC;
CC / community
sub-group

-

Pilot in Scotland use of
painted speed bumps - as
optical illusions on the road

Elvanfoot to include:
- Gateway features at village
entrances
- Use of planters to improve
environment and safety
- Reinforce 40mph speed
restriction signage
- Roadside verge repairs close
to the bridge
- Introduce priority traffic flow
at bridge
- “Caution Concealed Entrance”
signs erected
- South Lanarkshire Council to
review use of 20mph zoning
across their region
- SLC to conduct traffic speed
survey
Improvements in place to public realm,
environment, infrastructure,
interpretation in the villages that
encourages behaviour change and is:
- functional
- place-conscious
- aesthetically pleasing
Ensure the resulting
options are feasible,
sustainable and that all
liabilities are identified

Feasibility works
complete for
options chosen

Feasibility Study in place that lists any on-going management
and liability considerations.

Improvements in place to public realm,
environment, infrastructure,
interpretation that encourages
behaviour change and is:

AJA; RDT; SLC

and managed
effectively.

Resulting designs are shared with the community to
strengthen support for the project.

-

functional
place-conscious
aesthetically pleasing

See above.
Ensure the resulting
designs are supported
by the relevant bodies.

Design
considerations
and subsequent
specifications
meet the
requirements of
the Local
Authority and
Transport
Scotland.

Appropriate improvements in place.

Appropriate improvements in place.

RDT; SLC; TS

Activities to Support Behaviour Change

Lead Partner/
Agency
RDT; SLC; CC /
community subgroup

Aim 3: To decrease the speed of traffic travelling through both villages.
Objective

Target

Traffic Speed is
reduced through
Crawford and
Elvanfoot.

Reduction in
traffic speed.

Perception of
traffic speed
issues is improved
through
qualitative and
anecdotal
findings

Monitoring &
Evaluation Measures
Traffic survey conducted in Elvanfoot.
Actual traffic speed is reduced (pending the availability of
existing survey information).
Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Baseline data is presented resulting from the desktop
research, and community engagement survey work.
School Postcard from the Future
Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or service changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change:
5% increase – based on survey data comparison

Appropriate infrastructure in place
that addresses issues and problems
raised by communities, and other
stakeholders.
See Aim 2.
Improvements in place to public realm,
environment, infrastructure,
interpretation along the route that
encourages behaviour change and is:
- functional
- place-conscious
- aesthetically pleasing
See Aim 2.

Cycle training for families aimed at
raising awareness of the inherent
health benefits associated with cycling
and encouraging greater bike use.
Develop a high-profile travel
awareness campaign, including:
- the promotion of walking and
cycling
- Active Travel marketing and
information
Aim 4: To increase the safety of pedestrians in Crawford and Elvanfoot (primarily measured by local perception and feedback)
Objective

Target

Monitoring & Evaluation Measures

Activities to Support Behaviour Change

Collisions involving
people walking or
wheeling are reduced
in the area.

Reduction in
collisions
involving people
walking and
wheeling

Traffic survey conducted in Elvanfoot.

Appropriate infrastructure in place
that addresses issues and problems
raised by communities, and other
stakeholders.
See Aim 2.

Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Baseline data is presented resulting from the desktop
research, and community engagement survey work.
School Postcard from the Future
Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or service changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change:
Reduction in collisions involving people walking and
wheeling.

Improvements in place to public realm,
environment, infrastructure,
interpretation along the route that
encourages behaviour change and is:
- functional
- place-conscious
- aesthetically pleasing
See Aim 2.
Cycle training for families aimed at
raising awareness of the inherent
health benefits associated with cycling
and encouraging greater bike use.

Lead Partner/
Agency
RDT; SLC; CC /
community subgroup

Develop a high-profile travel
awareness campaign, including:
- the promotion of walking and
cycling
- Active Travel marketing and
information
More people think that
Active Travel in the
area is safer than
before the project.

Identify key
barriers to Active
Travel

Desk top research
Community meeting.
Community Survey that considers real and perceived barriers.

Introduce measures to improve safety.
See Aim 2.
Behaviour Change Plan in place.

RDT; CC /
community subgroup

Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or other changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change.
More people say that
Active Travel is their
first or usual choice for
travel.

Number of, and
extent to which,
respondents
agree that their
barriers to Active
Travel have
reduced.

Community Survey and wider consultation plan.

Pedestrians feel
generally safer in the
villages.

Develop a
Behaviour Change
Plan.

Behaviour Change Plan written.

Develop future survey.

RDT; CC /
community subgroup

Behaviour Change Plan in place.

RDT

Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or other changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change.

11 Project Risk Register

Crawford & Elvanfoot
Speed Mitigation Measures

Risk Register

Risk Categories:

0-8
Low Risk

Risk
Area

Risk Identified
(Describe the risk to be
managed)

Date: March 2022

9-17
Medium Risk

18-25
High Risk

Probability
Factor (1-5, with
5 being most
probable)

Impact
Factor (15, with 5
being
most
severe)

Risk
Ranking
(probability
x
impact
=
probability)

Risk Management (how the risk will
be managed)

Risk
Responsibility
(Describe
who
will
be
responsible for
managing
the
identified risk)

Risk Monitoring

This is low risk given the clarity of the
brief, but it is important for the
Community Council and the Rural
Development Trust to continue to
represent
both
village’s
requirements to South Lanarkshire
Council
(SLC)Traffic
and
Transportation
Early establishment of regular
contact with SLC Traffic and
Transportation to ensure the speed
mitigation measures identified are
actioned where practical, possible
and affordable.

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

Review traffic volumes and speeds
every two years.

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

1.0 Strategic
1.1

Lack of a clear vision for
each
village
on
requirements for speed
mitigation measures

1

5

5

1.2

Lack of joined up thinking
with other key partners
involved in roads and
traffic issues

2

4

8

3

4

12

2.0 Operational Risks
2.1

Traffic speeds remain an
issue

2.2

Ongoing
issues
with
adjustments to streets,
pavements, foot paths,
speed reduction signage
and other infrastructure
issues such as lack of bus
stops in Crawford and
overhanging
branches
above pavements

3

5

15

Continue awareness raising through
social media.
Continue to liaise with local police on
speed monitoring.
Consider further measures where
appropriate e.g., traffic calming,
improved signage, road markings,
etc.
As highlighted in both the visual audit
and through survey returns there are
issues around several issues such as
pavement surfaces in Crawford and
lack of pavement on one side of the
road in Elvanfoot.
The Community Council should
continue to monitor these issues and
report them to the Council’s website
where they will be passed to the
Council’s Maintenance team to
consider.

Council (CECC)
and
South
Lanarkshire
Council

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)
and
South
Lanarkshire
Council

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

This is relatively low risk given this
stage of the project is delivering a set
of options with costs. South
Lanarkshire Council have agreed to
meet the costs for a traffic speed
survey for both villages and to
consider providing new signage
where clearly justified.
This is a possible threat (moving into
any future stage) with Local
Authorities making year on year cuts
to budgets.
The Communities should not rely
entirely on Local Authority funding
but put in place alternative funding
streams to help ensure a sustainable
future.

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

3.0 Financial Risks
3.1

Project costs

1

3.2

Reduction
in
Local
Authority budgets leading
to a lack of investment in
maintaining
the
infrastructure.

3

5

4

5

12

4.0 Political/External Risks
4.1

Relationship with key
partners and stakeholders.
2

4.2

Relationships with
wider community

5

10

the
3

4

12

This is a critical relationship, both
from a continuing supporting role of
the Council and for the different
projects
and
the
ongoing
maintenance/joined up provision
within the whole area.
This wider relationship should
continue to grow and develop with
communities to increase their
awareness and further encourage
speed mitigation measures.

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

Part of the promotion of speed
reduction should focus on good
media relationships. The Community
Council should seek to engage local
newspapers, local radio stations etc.
to promote the area and raise the
awareness of safety and speed
reduction measures.

Crawford
and
Elvanfoot
Community
Council (CECC)

Crawford and Elvanfoot
Community
Council
(CECC)

5.0 External Relationships
5.1

Media Relations

3

3
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12 Recommendations
Recommendation One: Following a site meeting with a representative of South Lanarkshire Council, the
following actions were to be agreed:
• Cutting back trees overhanging the pavement at the War Memorial corner (Crawford).
• An additional pair of bus stops and hard standing areas are being provided between the Heathergyll
and War Memorial bend on Carlisle Road through funding from SPT
• 24-hour speed surveys will be undertaken in Crawford and Elvanfoot before April 2022. The Council will
analyse these results to inform further actions which include a review of signage in Elvanfoot. There
may be the potential to install concealed entrances signage, although it has been indicated that ‘Slow’
road paintings may be preferable due to the high volume of rural properties throughout the local
authority.
• Traffic prioritisation at the bridge to the north of the Old Post Office in Elvanfoot is being considered.
• The provision of additional 40mph repeater signage and 40mph painted road markings throughout
Elvanfoot.
In addition it is noted that:
• South Lanarkshire Council are currently trialing 20mph limits in 7 town centres with a view to a wider
roll out in subsequent years.
• 30mph repeater signage is not permitted in a 30mph zone (Crawford) as outlined in the Highway Code
and Road Scotland Act. However, because there is a 20mph zone outside the Primary School, 30mph
signs are provided at either end of that to delineate the change in limits.
• An Act was passed by Scottish Parliament in 2021, banning Pavement Parking. Local Authorities will be
responsible for enforcing this and local communities will be consulted on this in 2022. In the meantime,
pavement parking violations can be reported to Police Scotland.
• It was indicated that a reduction in speed to 30mph in Elvanfoot could not be considered at this time,
due to the settlement not meeting the criteria of a village, and therefore subject to the 30mph limit in
Transport Guidance. However, guidance states that criteria may be reconsidered upon substantial
support from the community, local authority and Police Scotland. See recommendation seven.
Recommendation Two: A range of speed reduction and infrastructure improvements be raised with South
Lanarkshire Council Roads and Transportation Services. In particular
• Traffic Speed Surveys - It is recommended that South Lanarkshire Council carry out 24-hour traffic
speed surveys in both Crawford and Elvanfoot and consider the implications of the results of these.
• Location Of Carlisle Road Speed Sensor - It is recommended that this sensor be relocated closer to the
centre of the village where there is likely to be more pedestrians, and where there is a greater perceived
issue with traffic speed.
• Safe Road Crossing in Crawford - It is recommended that further discussions are held with South
Lanarkshire Council to consider providing a safe road crossing at the bus stop / Murray Drive /
Dunalastair Road.
• Pavement Widths and Surfaces (Crawford) - It is recommended that, where possible and practical, the
widths of narrow pavements are extended, and the surfacing is upgraded to an acceptable standard.
• Drop Kerbs (Crawford) - It is recommended that a full review of the dropped kerbs in Crawford is carried
out, and a programme of repositioning and upgrading these to meet the appropriate standards as set
out by Transport Scotland2 is developed.
• Painted Median Line (Centre of Carlisle Road Crawford outside the school) - It is recommended that
this line be repainted on a regular basis to ensure efficiency.
• Eliminate Overnight Parking in the Village Car Park by Lorries and Large Vehicles - It is recommended
that, in addition to the existing barrier, bollards or large boulders be installed along the grass verge to
prevent vehicles illegally entering the car park.

2

Road for All Good Practice Guide, Transport Scotland (https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/roads-forall-good-practice-guide-for-roads/)

•
•

•
•

Amenity Lighting - It is recommended that a motion activated photocell light be installed at Coronation
Park to improve safety whilst moving around in the area.
Road Condition at Bellstane Road - It is recommended that the Community Council make
representations to local elected members to ask them to resolve the impasse between South
Lanarkshire Council and Scottish Water in relation to the flooding and consequent damage to the road
surface at Bellstane Road.
Repairs are made to the Variable Average Speed Calculator sign on the northern boundary of Elvanfoot.
Consideration is given to the installation of a fixed mirror at the junction of the B7040 and the A702 in
Elvanfoot.

Recommendation Three: The Community Council commission a Road Safety Audit if they are intending on
progressing the Gateway Features outlined in this report for the entrances to both Crawford and Elvanfoot. The
Road Safety Audit must be carried out by a Transport Scotland approved consultant.
Recommendation Four: On receipt of the Road Safety Audit, a planning application is prepared for Gateway
Features at both villages.
Recommendation Five: The Community Council considers applying for funding to meet the costs of all
discretionary infrastructure improvements identified in this report whilst noting that South Lanarkshire Council
will be responsible for providing and installing those aspects which are part of their statutory responsibilities.
Recommendation Six: Residents make use of reporting tools relating to roads and lighting faults, fly tipping,
dumping or litter issues as well as non-emergencies including speeding. Pavement repairs are inspected by the
SLC Maintenance Team and repaired on a rolling basis but defects remain unknown until the next inspection
date. The more instances an issue is logged, the more likely it is that any long-term fixes are prioritised in the
local authority budget.
Reports can be made via:
• Road and lighting faults can be reported using the “Defects Reporting Procedures”. Search ‘Road and
lighting faults’ on the South Lanarkshire Council website. Use the form to report potholes and defective
slabs, footpaths or kerb issues, broken / overturned signage and street furniture, blocked road gullies,
overgrown hedges / vegetation, flooding and defective footbridges, parapets and guard rails and traffic
lights.
• Search ‘Report fly-tipping’ on South Lanarkshire Council’s website to report instances of fly tipping,
dumping or litter issues
• Call Police Scotland via 101 to report minor crimes or incidents to Police Scotland including pavement
parking and instances of speeding
Recommendation Seven: A community reporting system of incidents including near misses is set up by the
Community Council / a specially formed sub-group in order to keep a record of issues that go unreported and to
help build evidence for future interventions.
This may help in building the case for reducing the speed limit in Elvanfoot, along with yearly incident reports
from Police Scotland, Fire and Rescue Scotland, Scottish Ambulance Service and insurance providers. This would
be similar to the approach by Thankerton Community Council in Appendix Five.

13 Appendices
13.1 Appendix One: Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA)

Section 1 – Project Details
1.1

Scheme name:

1.2

Revision number:
Officers/consultants
involved in the EqIA

1.4

Lead Officer carrying
out the EqIA

1.5

Date EqIA started

1.6

Date EqIA completed

1.7

What is the purpose
and aims of the
Scheme/proposal

Crawford and Elvanfoot – Speed Reduction and Safety Measures

Name:
William Gilfillan
Job Title:
Consultant, Alan Jones Associates
Name:
Job Title:
William Gilfillan
August 2021

Project Vision
The development of traffic interventions and public realm
improvements that reduce the overall traffic speed in the village,
and that improve pedestrian and Active Travel safety.
Project Aims
1: To make community and stakeholder participation an integral
part of project delivery through understanding the needs of the
community, local landowners, and key stakeholders.
2: Options for traffic interventions, and improvements to
pedestrian and wheeling spaces are investigated, with the most
appropriate progressed and delivered.
3: To decrease the speed of traffic travelling through both
villages.
4: To increase the safety of pedestrians in Crawford and
Elvanfoot (primarily measured by local perception and feedback)

1.8

Who does the scheme
impact?

This project will affect people living, working and learning in the
villages of Crawford and Elvanfoot.

1.9

Are there any aspects
which explicitly
address
discrimination,
victimisation or
harassment? Please
detail

Transport Hierarchy – to prioritise walking and cycling/wheeling
Transport poverty and the role of active travel.
Recognition and acknowledgement of the importance of active
travel.

1.10

Are there any aspects
which explicitly
promote equal
opportunities? Please
detail

Transport Hierarchy – to prioritise walking and cycling/
wheeling.
Project aims to make the designs as inclusive as possible and
have a fair and transparent process for this.
Appropriate and thorough community engagement to give a
voice also to seldom heard groups and to those who identify
with one or more of the recognised protected characteristics.

1.12

Are there any aspects
which explicitly foster
good relations? Please
detail

National Standards for Community Engagement will be used in
all aspects.

Section 2 – Evidence
Please outline what is known currently about the experiences of people
under each characteristic
2.1 Age
The population of Crawford is estimated at
around 350
Including the
Detailed breakdown not available at this
experiences of
geography.
young people
(age 18 and
The population of Elvanfoot is estimated at
under) and older around 100
people.
Detailed breakdown not available at this
geography.

2.2

Disability
Including the
experiences of
people with long
term limiting
health
conditions.

Children living in Elvanfoot attend Crawford
Primary School. All 16 children at the school
completed Postcards from the Future.
In 2017, the Scottish Health Survey (SHeS)
estimated that 45% of adults (and 17% of
children) had a long-term condition or illness,
and that 32% of adults (and 10% of children) had
long-term conditions that were also limiting.
Individuals who live in households with a
disabled person are more likely to experience
income poverty (24%) than those without (17%)
Increased priority for pedestrians, including
extended crossing time, will also benefit people
who may need more time to cross the road
comfortably.
Detailed information on disability not captured
at this geography.

2.3

Ethnicity

Ethnic minority groups are traditionally underrepresented during formal consultations.
Detail not captured at this geography

Source
Census 2011
South Lanarkshire
Council website

Scottish Health
Survey

National Transport
Strategy - Equality
Impact Assessment
Most older
pedestrians are
unable to cross the
road in time: a cross
sectional study,
Asher L, Age and
Ageing, Volume 41,
Issue 5, 1 September
2012, Pages 690–694

2.4

Gender

Women in Scotland are much more likely than
men to be part-time workers (44% compared to
15%) with over 75% of Scotland’s part-time
workforce being female. Women are also more
likely to be in low-paid work, with 64% of people
paid below the Living Wage being female.

House of Commons
Library (2019)
Briefing paper:
Women and the
Economy

Male/female numbers not captured at this
geography
2.5

Gender
Reassignment

Transgender people are more likely to be
publicly harassed or victimised. Paths which are
easily visible to passers-by are likely to reduce
the risk of this.

Transgender
Experiences in
Scotland report

Someone undergoing hormone replacement
therapy or gender reassignment surgery may
require resting points.
2.6

Marriage and
Civil Partnership

N/A in the context of this study

2.7

Pregnancy /
Maternity

2.8

Religion / Belief

Pregnant people may require rest stops. There
should be no obstructions to pushchairs or
buggies, and paths should be wide enough for a
twin buggy.
Detail not captured at this geography
People who are Roman Catholic or Muslim are
more likely to live in Scotland's 15% most
deprived areas when compared to other
religious groups and those with no religion.

2.9

Sexual
Orientation

Scottish
Government,
Poverty and Income
Inequality in
Scotland 2014-17,
2018.

LGBTQ+ people are more likely to experience
victimisation and harassment in public places.
Up to 6% of the population identify under
LGBTQ+ umbrella
https://www.stonewall.org.uk/lgbt-britain-hatecrime-and-discrimination
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandc
ommunity/culturalidentity/sexuality

2.1
0

Other
marginalised
groups

The Fairer Scotland Duty, which came into effect
in April 2018, places a legal responsibility on
particular public bodies in Scotland to actively
consider (‘pay due regard’ to) how they can
reduce inequalities of outcome caused by socioeconomic disadvantage, when making strategic
decisions.

National Transport
Strategy - Fairer
Scotland Duty:
Assessment

2.1
1

2.1
2

Have people
who identify
with any of the
characteristics
been involved in
the
development of
the scheme?

Yes

☒

No

☐

Please outline
any involvement
or consultation
which has been
carried out or is
planned.

Details

Young people completed Postcards from the Future and added their
own design/input.

Date

Summary of
Findings
*Meetings/enga
gement – taken
to mean virtual
(by electronic
means)

Meetings* with Project Management
Group

Monthly

Management
Group is made
up of: Sarah
O’Sullivan (Rural
Development
Trust)

Meetings* with other partners doing
similar work in the study area

As
required

South
Lanarkshire
Council –
Roads/
Environment/
Planning/
Equalities

Engagement* with school children – via
Crawford Head Teacher

28-09-21

Consultation* with other key
stakeholder groups

Ongoing

All children
completed
‘Postcards from
the Future’
Transport
Scotland

Community Walkabout – walk and talk
to consider issues and potential
solutions

28-09-21

Community Survey – sent to all residents
in both villages

Start: 1901-22
End: 1402-22

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, it has been
agreed with the Management Group
that Alan Jones Associates will deliver
this project by means other than direct
face-to-face engagement

Open to all to
walk the streets
and discuss the
issues. All
results in the
final report.
Positive
response from
71 people (full
results in final
report)

Community Evening Meetings x2

09-09-21
12-01-22

Open
community
meetings via
Zoom

Section 3 – Impact
Based on what is known
in Section 2, please
outline the impact you
expect the scheme to
have
3.1 Age
Including impact
relating young
people (age 18
and over) and
older people.

Possible positive (+)
impact

Wider benefit for all
members of the public.
Affects vulnerable road
users, particularly the elderly
and children in a positive
way. Improved access for all
- including improved road
safety, additional seating, an
improved environment for
walking and cycling and
general
environmental/
public realm improvements.
More active travel provides
health
benefits,
cycle
training and walking for
Health encouraged. School
travel planning supports
safer and more sustainable
journeys to school.
Deliver
road
safety
interventions and resources
for road users aged 60+ by
targeting
community
groups, day centres and
social clubs, facilitating
bespoke workshops and
presentations and providing
road safety literature.

Possible adverse (-)
impact

Neutral impact likely
(ü)

3.2

Disability
Including impact
relating to long
term limiting
health
conditions.

3.3

Ethnicity

Wider benefit for all
members of the public.
Affects people with
impaired mobility and
learning difficulties in a
positive way.
Street reviews to include
appropriate dropped
kerbs and improved road
crossings suitable for
those with visual or
auditory impairments.
Increased priority for
pedestrians, including
extended crossing time,
will also benefit people
who may need more time
to cross the road
comfortably.
Removal of barriers,
clutter and well
maintained and even
surfaces will ensure that
those with mobility
impairment find key
routes more accessible
and inclusive.
Wider benefit for all
members of the
public. No specific
impact on this
protected
characteristic.
Increased provision
of healthy
paths/streets
suitable for
improved access for
all; including
improved road
safety, additional
seating, an
improved
environment for
walking and
wheeling and
general
environmental/
public realm
improvements.

3.4

Gender

Wider benefit for all
members of the public.
Increased
provision
of
healthy
streets/paths
suitable for improved access
for all - including improved
road safety, additional
seating,
an
improved
environment for walking and
wheeling
and
general
environmental/ public realm
improvements.
Cycle training and Walking
for Health encouraged

There is likely to be a
positive impact on those
walking or cycling alone,
as improved public realm,
slower traffic speeds and
any potential new
footpath will provide an
enhanced feeling of
safety.
3.5

Gender
Reassignment

Wider benefit for all
members of the
public. No specific
impact on this
protected
characteristic.
Increased provision
of healthy
streets/paths
suitable for
improved access for
all
Cycle training and
Walking for Health
encouraged.

3.6

Marriage / Civil
Partnership

3.7

Pregnancy /
Maternity

3.8

Religion / Belief
Including the
experiences of
people with no
religion or belief.

Wider benefit for all
members of the
public. No specific
impact on this
protected
characteristic.
Increased provision
of healthy
streets/paths
suitable for
improved access for
all.
Cycle training and
Walking for Health
encouraged.
Improving physical access
to public transport and
the public realm generally
is expected to have a
positive impact for this
group.
Wider benefit for all
members of the public.
Increased provision of
healthy streets suitable
for improved access for
all.
Walking for Health
encouraged.
Wider benefit for all
members of the
public. No specific
impact on this
protected
characteristic.
Increased provision
of healthy streets
suitable for
improved access for
all.
Cycle training and
Walking for Health
encouraged.

3.9

Sexual
orientation

Wider benefit for all
members of the
public. No specific
impact on this
protected
characteristic.
Increased provision
of healthy streets
suitable for
improved access for
all.
Cycle training and
Walking for Health
encouraged.

3.10 Other
marginalised
groups

3.11 Cross Cutting

Section 4 – Assessment
4.1

Select the
assessment
result, 1-4,
which applies
and give a brief
justification

1. No major change

☐ Justification:

If this is selected, you are confirming
that the EQIA demonstrates the
proposal is robust and there is no
possible adverse impact.

If this is selected, you must
demonstrate that all
opportunities to promote
equality have already been
taken.
☒ Justification:

2. Continue the scheme
If this is selected, you are confirming
that the EqIA identifies possible
adverse impact or missed
opportunities, but the scheme can
be justified.

There is a possibility that
individuals with protected
characteristics may not
have been consulted during
this project.

3. Adjust the scheme

☐ Justification:

If this is selected, you are confirming
that the EqIA identifies possible
adverse impact or missed
opportunities which suggest the
scheme needs to be adjusted.

If this is selected, you must
set out the reasons why an
adjusted scheme is required.
For example, to remove
unjustifiable barriers or
address opportunities that
cannot be missed on the
balance of proportionality
and relevance.

☐

4. Stop and remove the scheme
The scheme shows actual or possible
unlawful discrimination. It must be
halted or significantly changed.

Justification:
If this is selected, you must
set out the reasons for
halting the scheme or
significantly changing it to
avoid unlawful
discrimination.

Section 5 – Actions
5.1

Please outline how
Alan Jones Associates will work with the Management Group to
you will monitor the
analyse population data (where this can be found at the relevant
impact of the scheme geography) to obtain information on all protected characteristics
outlined in the Equalities Act. We will use this information to
ensure that, wherever possible, all those with protected
characteristics are represented in the community engagement
process.

5.2

Please outline action
to be taken in order
to:
• Mitigate possible
adverse negative
impact (listed
under Section 3);
• Promote possible
positive impacts
and;
• Gather further
information or
evidence

Action

Lead

Timescale

Census and other data
used to identify those
with protected
characteristics

Consultants and
Management Group

By
September
2021

Use the Local Access
Panel to identify any
local disability groups to
engage with and to
evaluate the
engagement process to
ensure it does not
inadvertently exclude
anyone.

Consultants and
Management Group

Throughout
project as
required

5.3

When is the
scheme/proposal
due to be reviewed?

Ensure there are no
Consultants and
barriers to inclusion in
Management Group
the community
engagement process.
Consultation and
communication material
will be made possible
via various platforms
e.g. on-line, through
social media platforms
and in local papers /
community newsletters.
Meetings arranged at
different time so as not
to exclude those with
family/ work/ business/
care commitments etc.

Throughout
project as
required

Promotional material
for engagement and
project reporting to
include imagery and
reference to protected
characteristics.

Throughout
project as
required

Consultants and
Management Group

Midway through community engagement process it will be
reviewed to ensure the commitments and actions above have
been met.

Section 6 – Approval
6.1

Senior Officers who this
scheme will be reported by

6.2

Signature

6.3

Date

Sarah O’Sullivan (Rural Development Trust)

13.2 Appendix Two: Comments – Issues & Locations
B7078

Use B7078 for daily commuting Abington/Crawford. ‘Cycle lane’ is rough, unmaintained, and
often has debris in it therefore I tend to cycle on main carriageway. Traffic drives very very
fast often exceeding National speed limit.

Carlisle
Road

A lot of vehicles travel more than 20 outside the school and way more than 30 on Carlisle road

Crawford

Speed of traffic through village, I think it’s mostly courier vans and small buses. This is
throughout the village on the main road. Especially worrying from old post office to past park
2
Going north through Crawford there is a bad dip that can hide a car, cyclist if a car is parked
by what was the old post office you are forced to enter the dip on the wrong side into
oncoming traffic.
Need drop down kerb at the car park/main road at the bus stop area. Also for people to stop
parking on the pavement. Up Coronation Drive a child had to come off the pavement and walk
around the car as he still drove down the pavement towards her.
Speed of traffic through village selfish parking

At the Elvanfoot end of Carlisle Road, traffic speeds as soon as it enters the road off the A702.
Road is very narrow here, made much worse by an articulated lorry that parks near road end
just before the bend. Pointing against the flow of traffic with no parking lights on etc. There
are lots of walkers using this part of the street to walk the cycle path and this HGV is an
obstruction!!! Vehicles having to go out blind on other side of road to go round it. It should
not be parked there all weekends, Tuesday nights and holidays etc, that’s what a depot is for.
Operator’s licence does not have Carlisle Road listed as an operating centre. Plus there is a
lorry park at the other end of Crawford. Also excessive speeds and dangerous overtaking on
the downhill part of the A702 at the back of Crawford.
Bad bend at the Posthorn Hotel on Carlisle Road , vision is often restricted, and the pavement
blocked by residents parking half on the road half on the pavement . Pedestrians often have
to walk in the road facing oncoming traffic coming round the bend at speed. This is very
dangerous. The vehicle is often a large transit van parked directly in front of two abandoned
green Citroens . Rubbish bins are often next to the van on Thursdays making it even more
difficult to pass.
Pavements are not wide enough in places Pavements are clogged with leaves and muck
Throughout Carlisle road which is the Main Street through the village
Speeding in general through the village. Cycle paths not fit for purpose. Stevenson Bros HGV
parks overnight most Tuesdays and every weekend and holidays on street at Elvanfoot end of
Carlisle Road. This creates an obstruction to pedestrians wanting to cross the road, also cyclists
have to veer onto other side of road blind and into possible oncoming traffic as it’s so big you
can’t see round it. No operator’s licence for this location, so should not be parked up there!!!!
Traffic speed along Carlisle road is excessive lorries when the motorway is closed come
through the village in large numbers at speed because the diversion road (A702) is full and
they use the village as a cut through, pavements are in bad condition around the park. If I had
a bike, I would be too scared to ride it on the roads because of the speed of the traffic

Speeding down main road from entry to village from motorway

Too many drivers travel way above the speed limit when going through the village. There are
also a lot of lorries that needlessly travel through the village when they could use the bypass.
The edges of the road going through the village opposite the pathway over the railway are
covered in grass and mud so the road is not as wide as it should be. The cycle paths on the
main roads are not usable and cyclists find themselves on the main part of the roads. The
walkway around the Ladies Mile is very slippy and muddy in parts and not accessible for people
with buggies or wheelchairs.
Cycling - no cycle lane in village and this is particularly dangerous on the main road at corner
near Old Guide Hall and the straight to monument.
speeding of all vehicles, exceeding 30mph bottom end of village past Crawford house hotel
Dumfries
Road

Speeding traffic along Dumfries Road and Leadhills Road including groups of speeding bikers
most noticeably in fine weather.

Elvanfoot

Elvanfoot has no pavements at all, so we take our life in our hands every time we use our side
gate to put the bins out.
Elvanfoot- the junction with Leadhills Road. Vehicles accelerate off the bridge and fly past the
junction. Vehicles coming out of the junction, joining the main road are blind due to the wall
and vegetation.
Excess speed and inadequate walking pathways, unsuitable traffic for single-track old bridge.
All in Elvanfoot
I live in Elvanfoot. Traffic regularly travels through the village at high-speed including large
lorries. Our driveway pulls directly onto this road and there is a blind corner not far from it.
There are no pavements either so walking through the village, especially on the corner
towards the bridge, can be quite dangerous.
No path throughout Elvanfoot. Hidden exit from my property making it difficult to get the car
onto the road or to cross the road on foot Speeding traffic something.
Speed limit is 40 but with no pavements walking with dogs is very dangerous in daylight but
night time is worse even with bright light reflective clothing vehicles still pass at speed and too
close for comfort.
There are no pavements within Elvanfoot so no choice but to walk on the road. Cars are often
going higher than the 40mph speed limit, around corners and bends so it can feel very unsafe.
Also often busy with lorries, tankers and vans. Verges are quite over grown so not easy to get
out of the way quickly. Cycling is not something I would consider as the road is very
unpredictable at times, and I would not feel safe cycling.
Traffic travels far too fast through Elvanfoot. Motorists on the A702 seem oblivious to the fact
that vehicles join the road from obscure driveways many of which are just around a bend.
Elvanfoot also has no footpath, yet 40mph is the limit. This endangers residents who have no
alternative but to walk on the roadside. Also the fact that all too often, road signs are covered
by overgrown plant life. The village has a really bad bend on the North side where many
accidents have taken place. Trucks travelling North move out from the kerb to enable then to
take the sharp left turn. Many a time this causes problems with vehicles travelling South as
they tend to cut the corner. The bridge that crosses the river is not fit for purpose now and
wasn’t built to take the weight of today’s trucks.

Heathergyl /
Old Post
Horn

Cars speeding down from entering village at Heathergyl to Post Horn - straight part of road
and they drive quickly there
Cars travelling at speed from the direction of the Heathergyl to the monument and vice versa.
Also HGV lorries travelling through the village instead of using the A702 to gain access to and
from the motorway.
Large lorries driving through the village as a short cut from the Heathergyl to the motorway
and cars, but mostly Transit sized vans, speeding from the south of the village towards
Abington. The blind corner/intersection with Camps Rd is, in my opinion, particularly
dangerous.
Lorries thunder through the village - presumably going to the Heathergyl truck stop. The buses
also go above the speed limit
People tend to speed around the corner where The Post Horn is in Crawford.

Speed is the highest on the straight stretch from the Heathergyl towards the village hall.
Vehicles are speeding in both directions. Cars parked on the pavement often make it
impossible to walk with a buggy or child on a bike so you must risk walking on the road despite
vehicles speeding.
Speeding traffic on Carlisle Road between the Heathergyl Cafe and old Post Horn Hotel.
Speeding traffic is in both directions.
Also the sign at the Heathergyl is a danger to road users
Vehicles speeding throughout the length of the village; lack of footpath along the length of
the village particularly the area near the Old Post Horn which means crossing the road near a
blind bend; concrete sign outside the Heatherghyll being cited in the road; people parking on
the roadside where the double white lines are situated on the bend near the old Manse; lorries
travelling through the village which is not necessary as they can access the Heatherghyll from
the top roundabout. As there are no other facilities for lorries within the village there is no
need for them to pass through unless making deliveries.
We live by the bend at the north end of the village. Our friends live across the road. Cars come
round the bend at speeds well in excess of 30 mph making crossing the road somewhat
daunting.
Walking - narrow pavements near monument and opposite Posthorn
Bend just before posting horn hotel, lack of visibility and traffic coming over 30mph.
School

Speed bumps needed outside school and outside old shop
When I’m walking to school to drop my wee girl up the traffic is so dangerous, I fear she won’t
be able to walk on her own. Because the traffic is speeding my wee girl is not allowed to play
outside her garden which is heart breaking because she would love to be able to walk to the
park and even arrange to meet friends

Strathclyde
Park

Just people who ride scramblers & quads through Strathclyde park

Weston's
road

There is no walk way on the road running behind Crawford (Weston’s Road) or between
Crawford and Abington leaving pedestrians no option but to walk in unkept grass verges or on
the road itself.

General

Car will sometimes speed past the house on the road through the village
Cars driving too fast through the centre of the village.
Cyclists not using cycle lanes, due to them being full of debris and stones.
I find car drivers will overtake me whilst a different car is coming towards me. I have had
drivers pull out of junctions in front of me and cut me up on the roundabout. Drivers rarely
indicate on the roundabout or at junctions. Drivers will sometimes ignore the speed limits
whilst going through the villages. They sometimes overtake whilst going round bends.
Lack of off-road pedestrian / cycle links between the two communities
Many motor drivers take no notice of speed limit. There is no enforcement. I'm afraid no
amount of speed bumps, chicanes or squeezes help, and they are a risk to cyclists, pedestrians
and snow ploughs. They cause ground vibrations, noise and emissions. Of course, some drivers
are careful. I've seen two lorries come through my village from the same company, the first
racing through above the speed limit, the second driving carefully. Some drivers are too close
to cyclists and pedestrians, for example over the narrow Clyde River bridge. Our rural roads
have no safe space indicated for pedestrians. The pavements in our village are poor with no
hope of improvement and should be widened. Cyclists are not perfect - I have had them trying
to overtake me when driving my van at the speed limit in a 20mph area!
No pavements
Speed of lorries, busses, school bus, local traffic, traffic using the power points
Speeding
The bus from Lanark to Wanlockhead is bad for speeding through the village
Vans and buses exceeding speed limit

Village is on a trunk road and speed through the village is excessive with no escape routes for
pedestrians or cyclists. With no facilities in the village the only route to shops, community hall
etc is via the very fast A702 that has no safety provisions for cyclists

13.3 Appendix Three: Postcards From The Future

13.4 Appendix Four: Visual Audit
Traffic Speed and Volume
• It was agreed that Crawford is a relatively quiet and peaceful village, with low levels of traffic throughout the day.
However, as a commuter village, where most people use private cars to get to work, the community have concerns
over traffic speed and volume issues during early mornings 7-9am (including the times children and families travel to
school) and late afternoons (4-6pm).
• Police Scotland confirmed that their shift patterns mean that they cannot carry out speed checks at these times.
• South Lanarkshire Council Traffic and Transportation Services have confirmed that 24-hour surveys will be completed
to identify traffic patterns throughout the day.
Areas Associated With Speeding
Upon entering the village from the north, there is a long,
straight section of road around 400m from the
Heatherghyll Café to the War Memorial bend, where
speeding is perceived as an issue (see right).
The current speed sensor situated on Carlisle Road at the
north of the village (see photo) is perceived as being in an
ineffective location. It would be more appear more
appropriate to have this located in the centre of the
village. There is the perception that traffic only gathers
speed once past the sensor.
Despite traffic slowing for the bend in the road at the War
Memorial, speeding is again perceived as an issue where
the road straightens out – leading towards the school and
village hall. No safe crossing points are available on this
stretch of road.
Safe Crossing Points
The community have expressed a desire for safe crossing
points within the village, offering safer access to the
school, park, and the majority of residential properties to
the west of the village. It has been suggested that with
careful positioning, a crossing may also restrict the access
by large vehicles to the car park as highlighted below.
Many children from Coronation Drive cross the main road either at the bus stop or Murray Drive / Dunalastair Road to get to
/ from school.
Pavement Provision
Pavements exist throughout the village, however these are often asymmetric alternating
between different sides of the road. As a result, pedestrians are required to cross the road
numerous times when walking through the village.
There are limited sections of pavement that are wide enough for two pedestrians walking side
by side (e.g. a parent and child). The majority of the pavements are single width, requiring
people to walk in single file, or potentially encouraging people to walk on the road (see right).
There were sections of the village where the pavements are too narrow for a mobility scooter
necessitating egress onto the road.
Previously, pupils who attended Crawford Primary School from Carlisle Road and to the north
of the village were bussed to school on the basis that it was unsafe to walk due to the narrow
pavements and lack of crossing points.

Many entry points to houses, open straight on to the road, resulting in
residents having little safe pedestrian space a result, many domestic
bins are regularly placed directly on the main road (see above),
meaning that pedestrian access is regularly required on the road for
this reason.
There are locations where there are very narrow pavements (less than
2 feet wide) on the western side of Carlisle Road to the north of the
village. These have concrete kerb edging comprising soft vegetation.
These are unsuitable for pedestrians due to their limited width and
composition (see right). It is recommended that these are widened
and upgraded.
Dropped Kerbs And Accessibility
There are numerous dropped kerbs that appear to be unfit for purpose in that they are over the required 25mm. It was also
noted that some of these are missing from key locations.
The community hall, school and play park were areas highlighted where dropped kerbs are inadequate, poorly situated, or
missing, especially at the playpark where families with prams require access.
The dropped kerb outside the Hall has been repaired in recent years, but it was noted that this still does not meet the
requirements for a mobility scooter. This results in having to travel beyond the hall, on the main road, to the next suitable
access point.
Gradients, ramps, and lateral slopes throughout the village were identified as requiring attention – in particular the corner of
the playpark at Bellstane Avenue.
Pavement Parking
This was raised as an issue near the first bend in the road to the north of Carlisle Road. In particular,
the area outside the Posthorn Hotel is impacted by frequent overnight and weekend parking which
impedes the use of the pavement thereby forcing pedestrians on to the road.
Yellow Median Line
The condition of the median yellow line was noted as significantly worn, despite being painted in
2021 (see right)

Trucks Accessing The Car Park

A barrier stopping trucks and lorries from entering and overnighting in the car park was previously installed. However, it is
noted that these vehicles still access the car park via the pavement to the north of the bus stop. This was evidenced in tyre
marks (see above). To reduce the incidence of illegal access, it is recommended that a series of bollards or large stones be
placed beside the grass verge.
Lighting
It is perceived that the new style of lighting does not provide as much light as the ones that they replaced. There is no street
lighting provided in the car park which is lined on the west side by tall trees. Residents using Coronation Drive to access the
main street, when cars are parked / charging on dark winter mornings / evenings feel unsafe due to insufficient lighting. It is
recommended that a motion sensor is considered for additional short-term lighting.
Bellstane Road

Bellstane Road has flooded several times as a result of the drain across the road resulting in the road being rutted and in poor
condition. A local resident has been in contact with both South Lanarkshire Council Roads and Scottish Water, and neither
appear to be taking responsibility for addressing the issue. It is recommended that the Community Council take up this issue
and report it again to the Council through the website portal identified as part of this project.

13.5 Appendix Five: Quothquan and Thankerton Community Council Case Study
Quothquan and Thankerton Community Council have recently put in a successful appeal to South Lanarkshire Council to review
road markings at the Fallburns Cross crossroads, using community, insurance, Scottish Ambulance and Fire and Rescue
Scotland reports to back up evidence of speeding issues, detailed below.
The Fallburns Cross crossroad, situated in a dip in the village of Thankerton, is used by a high number of visitors accessing Tinto
Hill. For many years residents had been requesting the council to take action to reduce the speed of traffic passing through on
the A73. There had been three fatalities in five years.
SLC only recognise the accident statistics supplied to them by insurers and by Police Scotland. As not every road traffic incident
is reported to insurers / Police Scotland, the Community Council asked local residents to report to us each and every incident
that was witnessed. At one point, a report was lodged every seven and a half days. One resident lost their fence twice in a
number of weeks.
A large number of incidents at the crossroads appeared to be caused by speed and ill-judged overtaking, and a request to SLC
for double white lines through the cross roads was rejected as there was no precedent for such provision. The Community
Council provided the example of the Wolfclyde crossroads on the A72 which had lines provided along with an anti-grip surface.
Local Councillor Eric Holford and the Community Council supplied SLC with full details and a reduced speed limit was imposed
in Autumn 2020. From now until the time of writing (3 March 2022), just two incidents have occurred, both involving drivers
choosing to cross the double white lines and colliding with other traffic. Police Scotland dealt with both offenders. This suggests
that at Fallburns Cross, speed and overtaking were the major factors in the number of incidents.
It may be necessary to set up a similar local reporting system to establish exactly what the number of road traffic incidents
occurring within your areas of interest.
Contacting the emergency services such as Ambulance and Fire and Rescue with a request for information to the number of
times they attend road traffic incidents in your areas of interest may prove to be another useful source of information.

13.6 Appendix Six: Police and Insurance Data
Police Scotland - Incident Summary 21/01/2021 – 21/01/2022
CRAWFORD
• Road traffic matters – In the past year there have been 5 incidents reported to police. These related to a scrambler
motorcycle at Campswater Road, vehicle broken down, complaint regarding manner of driving, possible drink driver
and inconsiderate parking of HGV.
• There were no reports of any Road traffic collisions, and nobody was reported for any road traffic offences.
ELVANFOOT
• Road traffic matters – In the past year there have been 7 incidents reported to police. These related to snow on the
road, a barrier on road, vehicle broken down, manner of driving, debris on road, dog running on road and vehicle
slipped off road.
• There were 5 reports of road traffic collisions. None were serious, 2 were caused by sheep on the road
• 3 people were reported for careless driving.
Crawford and Elvanfoot Insurance Statistics
Claim figures since 2003 - Information supplied by Quothquan and Thankerton Community Council Chairman, 03.03.22

In Crawford, excluding incidents on the A74(M), the following claims are listed:
• 05.11.03 Starting near Homelands, single vehicle 1 casualty.
• 12.06.04 Carlisle Road (Red), serious accident involving 2 vehicles with two injuries.
• 10.10.10 and 14.12.09 Two near the Primary school; one vehicle involved 1 casualty and 2 vehicles involved with one
causality.
• 27.05.12 On the A702, before Weston’s Recovery two vehicles involved 1 Casualty
• 01.04.01 South of Weston’s Recovery two vehicles involved with one causality,
• 19.04.20 Red one near Charge Place two vehicles involved with one serious injury.

In Elvanfoot, the following claims are listed:
• 24.04.05 two vehicles one casualty
• 01.07.14 one vehicle and one casualty
• 29.06.00 Two vehicles two casualties
• 31.08.08 two vehicles one casualty

13.7 Appendix Six: Further Engagement Issues
Elvanfoot Resident Response
In direct response to the project, a local Elvanfoot resident contacted Alan Jones Associates to provide detailed feedback on
traffic and speed issues, based on his previous professional experience in engineering. He provided the following feedback:
Generally, on A702 and B7040 through Elvanfoot
• From Elvanfoot, the A702 south over the Dalveen Pass, and the B7040 west over the Mennock Pass, are both
exceptionally beautiful scenic routes, and those of us fortunate to live in Elvanfoot are lucky to have such routes on
our doorstep for walking and cycling. Sadly, many owners of high-performance motorbikes and sports cars appear to
believe that the appropriate way to show their appreciation for such exceptional scenery is to unleash the full power,
speed, noise and smell, of their machines – frequently many hundreds of metres before they have actually left the
bounds of Elvanfoot village.
• The “Clyde Valley Tourist Route” may terminate to the east of the M74, at the A702 / B7076 junction, a mile north of
Elvanfoot. However, the Clyde’s southern tributaries leading to Dalveen Pass and Mennock Pass have as much beauty
to offer the appreciative visitor, who (it is to be hoped) will demonstrate their appreciation with due respect and
restraint for the landscape they are enjoying.
• For the safety of walkers, cyclists and low-speed local residents’ traffic; to prevent noise trauma to the animals grazing
alongside the road; and to enable residents to enjoy in peace the amenity of their rural homes and gardens; some
additional speed-reduction measures are certainly called for in Elvanfoot, without detracting unduly from the rural
nature of the village. See proposals at section 4 below.
A programme of education is also needed, targeted at members of motorcycle and sports car clubs or owners’ groups who use
these routes regularly for their collective weekend enjoyment – to encourage drivers and riders to be more thoughtful and
respectful of residents of the rural communities they pass through – including animals – as well as walkers and cyclists who
also use these roads for enjoyment.
At the junction of B7040 Leadhills Road with A702 Dumfries Road.
• Southbound drivers on Dumfries Road are often still travelling over 40 mph, before the constraint of the sharp bend
at the Elvanwater bridge becomes visible to them. The existing speed-indicating VAS at the northern boundary of
Elvanfoot is not working properly. It needs repair / replacement. Possibly it is only solar powered, and consequently
rarely has sufficient charge to operate properly. It certainly needs to have mains backup power.
• At this junction, there is a visibility issue for traffic turning out of B7040. When stationary at the stop line, it is not
possible for drivers, no matter how careful, to see traffic coming from the right, on the Elvanwater bridge. The period
of time during which such a vehicle is hidden by the topography is much longer than most might anticipate.
Fortunately, northbound vehicles have had to slow down significantly to negotiate the sharp bend on the bridge and
then, due to the up gradient, most drivers have normally not gained too much speed before they reach the junction.
Nevertheless, there are always those – especially sports car drivers and motorbike riders – who will always accelerate
hard as soon as they have passed the alignment constraint, and who are then demonstratively annoyed when a driver
pulls out of B7040 in front of them. It would be a good idea to install a fixed mirror opposite the junction, to enable
drivers on B7040 to have a clear view to the right.
• Vehicles turning from A702 southbound onto B7040 frequently cut the corner, completely on the wrong side(s) of the
road(s), evidently imagining that there will never be any traffic on B7040. Very surprisingly, many lycra-clad cyclists
also do this. As such vehicles / cyclists on A702 are completely invisible to drivers on B7040 approaching the junction,
there certainly a significant collision risk. It would be a good idea to have a mini roundabout at this junction, with
appropriate signage on all approaches, to remind drivers and cyclists to take a more appropriate route through the
junction.
At village boundary on B7040
• The existing 40mph speed limit sign is within, not beyond the village. The access to 3 Leadhills Road is outside the
40mph limit sign. This 40mph speed limit needs to be relocated.
Proposed Speed-Reduction Measures at Elvanfoot.
• 30mph Speed Limit through the core of village, flanked by 40mph Speed Limit, on each approach road. See para 5
below for locations.
• “Countdown” signs at 300m, 200m & 100m prior to the 30mph speed limit signs, on each approach road.

•

•
•
•
•

Appropriately designed village “Entrances” at the 30mph village limits with physical features including: width
restrictions; “Doorways” (stone walls / pillars?); “Thresholds” (raised, red-coloured speed tables, with white-painted
speed limit displayed on the road?); and “3-2-1 countdown” rumble strips at 300m, 200m, 100m prior to village
entrance (coordinated with 30mph speed limit countdown signs).
Additional speed-indicating VAS at key locations through the village. See para 5 below for locations.
Raised and textured Tables, one each side of village centre Bus Stop / Phone Box / Post Box / Layby
White-painted and slightly raised (or heavily textured) Mini-Roundabout at A702 / B7040 junction, with appropriate
signage on approaches.
Elvanwater bridge to be designated as single-lane (possibly using white-painted hatching to direct vehicles into the
centre of the carriageway) and with Priority signs and white-painted Give-Way lines. Proposed that southbound traffic
should be given priority over northbound traffic.

Proposed Locations of Speed-Reduction Measures
• 40mph Speed Limits. (Speed Limit and South Lanarkshire / Elvanfoot signs as at present).
• A702 Southbound: 350m North of existing location (before access to Elvanfoot Farmhouse).
o A702 Northbound: 100m South of existing location.
o B7040 Eastbound: 460m West of existing location.
• 30mph Speed Limits. (Village “Entrances” and Speed Limit signs; 400m inside the 40mph Speed Limit).
o A702 Southbound: 50m South of existing 40mph limit sign (before junction of Village Road)
o A702 Northbound: 300m North of existing 40mph limit sign (before access to Glengieth).
o B7040 Eastbound: 60m West of existing 40mph limit sign (before layby at cattle grid).
• “Countdown” to 30mph Speed Limits.
o 3-2-1 signs plus 3-2-1 rumble strips at 300m, 200m & 100m before each 30mph Speed Limit.
• Speed-indicating VAS.
o 3 No, facing inbound traffic, located 50m inside / after the 40mph Speed Limits. 3 No, facing inbound traffic,
located 50m inside / after the 30mph Speed Limits.
o Facing southbound traffic, located just before access to 70 Dumfries Road.
o Facing northbound traffic, located at property boundary between 84 & 86 Dumfries Road.
• Raised and textured Tables bounding the village centre Bus Stop / Phone Box / Post Box / Layby
o Opposite the property boundary between 74 & 76 Dumfries Road
o Opposite the property boundary between 80 & 80a Dumfries Road
• Mini Roundabout at Junction A702 & B7040. (Together with Mini-Roundabout signs appropriately located for 30mph
traffic, plus mirror at junction).
o A702 southbound: say 60m from junction (opposite access to 50 Dumfries Road).
o A702 northbound: say 45m from junction (same location as southbound Priority sign, noting that this
distance is uphill and follows the extreme alignment constraint at Elvanwater bridge).
• B7040 eastbound: say 60m from junction (opposite boundary between 1 & 3 Leadhills Road).
• Single-Lane Restriction across Elvanwater Bridge. (Together with Priority signs and Give Way lines appropriately
located to enable an articulated lorry negotiating the alignment over the bridge to recover its position on the correct
side of the road).
o A702 southbound: say 35m from bridge (same location as northbound mini-roundabout sign).
o A702 northbound: say 35m from bridge (on straight alignment before bend onto bridge).

North Shortcleugh Farm
The farmer highlighted the fact that many vehicles, including bikes and cars lose control on Dumfries Road, between the bends
to the south of the Old Post Office and he is often involved in helping remove them from the ditches on either side.

He noted that it seems to happen to vehicles travelling too fast in both directions and impacts on his property on both sides
of the road. Incidents happen with vehicles either coming off the road to the east where there is a dyke that is regularly
damaged, or to the west where he has moved a fence further away from the road to avoid any more damage to it. Vehicles
leaving the easterly side of the road often also collide with the round planters that are there which cause additional damage
to the dyke. He has never had experience of the incidents involving locals who know the roads.
Some incidents are put through insurance, with some drivers choosing to compensate the farm directly for damage caused.
He has concerns for the safety of residents who regularly walk that stretch of road to access further routes for leisure, dog
walking and to visit neighbours. He also highlighted the danger of attending to the planters there.
All incidents used to be reported to the police via an ex-resident, but he thinks this has slipped recently. He thinks that there
is a belief that reporting the incidents are a waste of time.

